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Theory of excitonic artificial atoms: InGaAsÕGaAs quantum dots in strong magnetic fields
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We develop a theory of excitonic artificial atoms in strong magnetic fields. The excitonic atoms are formed
by N electrons and holes confined in a quantum dot. The single-particle levels are described by the Fock-
Darwin spectrum in a magnetic field. The magnetic field induces crossing of energy levels and allows us to
engineer degenerate shells. We apply exact diagonalization techniques to calculate the magnetic-field evolution
of the ground state of theN-electron-hole complex and its emission spectra. We focus on degenerate shells and
show that excitons condense into correlated states due to hidden symmetry. We relate the Fock-Darwin spec-
trum, hidden symmetries, and direct and exchange interaction among particles to the emission spectra as a
function of number of electron-hole pairs~excitation power! and magnetic field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the high quality of their optical properties, sel
assembled quantum dots~SAQD’s! ~Ref. 1! are considered
attractive candidates for optoelectronic applications, incl
ing quantum-dot laser,2–4 quantum dot infrared
photodetectors,5 single-photon devices6–8, and gates for
quantum computing.9 SAQD’s self-organize in the process o
epitaxial growth of the semiconductor materials with diffe
ent lattice constants~e.g., InAs/GaAs!.10,11 We focus in this
work on InAs lens-shaped dots, with 10–20 nm diam a
2–5-nm height.1,3,12,13Since InAs as a low-band-gap mat
rial with direct gap is embedded by the high-band-gap ma
rial GaAs, not only electrons but also valence holes are c
fined. Under high excitation, electrons and holes localize
lens-shaped quantum dots and form strongly interacting
citon complexes with ‘‘atomiclike’’ properties.14,15 The prin-
ciple underlying the energy spectrum of excitonic artific
atoms is the existence of a hidden symmetry~HS!.14–16The
HS applies to quantum dots with well-defined shells of d
generate single-particle~SP! levels. The nature of electro
and hole energy levels can be identified by the application
the magnetic field. In weak magnetic fieldsB, the shell de-
generacy is lifted due to the orbital Zeeman effect, wh
resolves the SP states with different orbital angular mom
tum, and the HS is broken. The orbital Zeeman splitting
been successfully observed by previous magne
photoluminescence experiments in various types of quan
dots.18–22 These experiments indicated a possibility of d
stroying degeneracies existing atB50 and creating new de
generacies at higher magnetic fields. However, to be abl
observe and resolve the shell structure of the quantum
ensemble, a high magnetic field as well as a high quality
uniformity of quantum dots are required. The required m
netic field should correspond to the cyclotron energy com
rable to the energy spacing of electronic states in quan
dots. By exploiting the post-growth annealing to redu
energy-level spacing23 and high magnetic fields up to 30 T,
successful observation of complete energy spectra of ma
toexciton complexes, including a clear observation
orbital-Zeeman splitting and magnetic field engineered
generate shell structures, has been realized byS Raymond
et al.24 This motivates our development of a theory of ex
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tonic atoms in strongB, which will be presented in this pa
per.

We organize this paper as follows. In Sec. II, we introdu
the single-particle spectrum. In Sec. III, we describe
Hamiltonian of many-exciton systems and the method
configuration interaction~CI! for the calculation of multiex-
citon states of dots. In Sec. IV, we discuss the excito
artificial atom corresponding to magnetic-field-enginee
degeneracy. Semianalytical results for the low-lying multie
citon states are discussed in detail. The numerical calcula
of magnetophotoluminescence spectra is carried out. In
V, magnetic-field evolution of the chemical potential of th
excitonic artificial atom is calculated using exact diagon
ization technique and discussed in detail. A generalization
the theory is carried out to describe the excitonic states,
volving the magnetic-field-engineered degeneracy, with
higher exciton number and magnetic fields. We conclude
Sec. VI.

II. SINGLE-PARTICLE STATES

In the effective-mass approximation, the effective confi
ing potential of lens-shaped SAQD’s can be well appro
mated by a two-dimensional harmonic potential,25 Vb(x,y)
5 1

2 mb* vb
2(x21y2), where b5e/h denotes electron/hole

andmb* andvb are the effective mass and confinement f
quency. The~SP! spectrum in the presence of the magne
field normal to the dot planeBuW uzW can be solved exactly an
expressed as a spectrum of two harmonic oscillators,
Fock-Darwin~FD! spectra,26

En,m,s
b 5v1

b ~n11/2!1v2
b ~m11/2!,

with quantum numbersn,m50,1,2.., and spins561/2.
Here the two frequencies are given byv1

b 5Avb
21(vc

b/2)2

1vc
b/2[vH

b 1vc
b/2 (v2

b 5vH
b 2vc

b/2) with hybridization
frequencyvH

b and cyclotron frequencyuvc
bu5eB/mb* c. The

energy gap of a semiconductor is omitted here for brev
The canonical angular momentum for an electron~hole! is
given byLn,m

e 5n2m(Ln,m
h 5m2n). The spin-related terms

Zeeman and spin-orbit coupling, are weak and hence
glected here. This leads to doubly degenerate FD states
to spin.
©2003 The American Physical Society30-1
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At B50, the states with quantum numbers satisfyingn
1m5t and the energytvb are degenerate and form a shet
with degeneracygt5t11 (t50,1,2,3..,!. These shells are
labeled s,p,d, f ,•••, respectively. In finite magnetic field
the degeneracy is lifted by the orbital Zeeman effect wh
makes the values ofv1 andv2 different. At special values
of B5Bs

b , wherev1
b 5sv2

b with s52,3, . . . , a newshell
structure is formed again~see Fig. 1!. This happens as cyclo
tron frequency has the valuevc

b5@(s21)/As#vb[vc,s
b

~corresponding to the magnetic fieldBs
b}mb* vc,s

b ). As vc

5vc,s , the lowest shell~with gt.1) consists of the state
(1,0) and the one of the lowest Landau level (0,s).

If the effective masses and confinement frequencies
electrons and holes satisfy the relationshipme* ve5mh* vh ,
we haveBs

e5Bs
h[Bs . The shell structures of electron an

hole states are formed at the same magnetic field. In o
words, electrons and holes possess the same FD struc
except only for different energy scale.

FIG. 1. ~a! Fock-Darwin spectrum, in which shell structures a
formed at some special magnetic fields with cyclotron frequenc
vc,1 ,vc,2 ,.., ~b! the three lowest shells, asvc50, and~c! the four
lowest shells, asvc5vc,2 , are schematically shown in theE2L
diagram.
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III. MULTIEXCITON SYSTEM

To study excited states of the quantum dot, we replace
many-electron Hamiltonian by the electron and hole Ham
tonian. By treating electron and hole levels in the effect
mass one-band approximation, we neglect the valence-b
mixing effects and neglect electron-hole exchange. This
lows us to focus on many-body effects and their evolut
with the magnetic field. The many–electron-hole problem
this work is studied using the configuration interaction~CI!
method. The many-particle configurations are built using
Fock-Darwin SP states introduced in the previous sect
The interacting Hamiltonian is diagonalized exactly~exact
diagonalization! in a given basis of configurations. Taking
sufficiently large number of configurations as a basis in
panding the ground and excited states of the interac
Hamiltonian, it is possible to obtain electronic states o
multiexciton system with high accuracy. In order to ga
more physical insight, analytical expressions describing
citonic states in a magnetic field are derived by treating
weak Coulomb interactions as perturbation, and identify
and retaining only a few relevant configurations.

A. The model Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian of a multiexciton system in the langua
of second quantization can be written as

H5(
i

Ei
eci

1ci1(
i

Ei
hhi

1hi2(
i jkl

Vi jkl
eh ci

1hj
1hkcl

1
1

2 (
i jkl

Vi jkl
ee ci

1cj
1ckcl1

1

2 (
i jkl

Vi jkl
hh hi

1hj
1hkhl , ~1!

where i , j ,k,l are the indices of FD states. The Coulom
matrix element is defined by

Vi jkl
bb85^ni ,mi ;nj ,mj uVbb8unk ,mk ;nl ,ml&

[E E dr1
Wdr2

Wc i~r 1
W !* c j~r 2

W !* @e2/~eur 1
W2r 2

W u!#

3ck~r 2
W !c l~r 1

W !,

wherec(rW) is the wave function of the FD state ande di-
electric constant (e515 is taken for InAs!. The operatorsci

1

(hi
1) andci (hi), respectively, create or annihilate the ele

tron ~hole! in the conduction~valence! stateu i & with SP ki-
netic energyEi . The matrix element of Coulomb interactio
between electrons~holes! (Vee or Vhh) is given by1

s,
f

^n18m18 ;n28m28uVun2m2 ;n1m1&5S 1

l H
D dRL ,RR

~21!n281m281n21m2

An18!m18!n1!m1!n28!m28!n2!m2!
(

p150

min~n1 ,n18!

p1! S n18

p1
D S n1

p1
D (

p250

min(m1 ,m18)

p2! S m18

p2
D

3S m1

p2
D (

p350

min~n2 ,n28!

p3! S n28

p3
D S n2

p3
D (

p450

min~m2 ,m28!

p4! S m28

p4
D S m2

p4
D S 2

1

2D p

GS p1
1

2D , ~2!

where l H[@\/(2m* vH)#1/2, RL[m181m282n182n28 , RR[m11m22n12n2, and 2p[m11m21m181m281n11n21n18
1n2822(p11p21p31p4). The Kronecker delta functiondRL ,RR

on the right-hand-side~RHS! ensures the conservation o
0-2
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total angular momentum. The strongest interaction is the direct one betweens states and is given byV0[^00;00uVu00;00&
}ApvH. One can find that, in Eq.~2!, the onlyB-dependent term is the form factor 1/l H5A2m* vH /\. The Coulomb matrix
element for finiteB therefore can be also expressed asVi jkl

ee (B)5A(vH
e /ve)Vi jkl

ee (B50). The factorAvH
e /ve(.1) and

strength ofVi jkl
ee (B) increase with increasingB, because theB field enhances the effective confinement and reduces the ave

distance between particles.
The matrix element of the Coulomb interaction between an electron and a hole is given by1

^ne8me8 ;nh8mh8uVunhmh ;neme&5
1

l H
e S Leh

Le
D 1/2dRL ,RR

~ALeh /Le!
ne81me81ne1me~2ALeh /Lh!nh81mh81nh1mh

Ane8!me8!ne!me!nh8!mh8!nh!mh!

3 (
p150

min(ne ,ne8)

p1! S ne8

p1
D S ne

p1
D (

p250

min(me ,me8)

p2! S me8

p2
D S me

p2
D (

p350

min(nh ,nh8)

p3! S nh8

p3
D S nh

p3
D

3 (
p450

min(mh ,mh8)

p4! S mh8

p4
D S mh

p4
D S Le

Leh
D p11p2S Lh

Leh
D p31p4S 2

1

2D p

GS p1
1

2D , ~3!
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where (Le)
215vc

e/(2vH
e ), (Lh)215vc

h/(2vH
h ) and

(Leh)
21[ 1

2 (Lh
211Lh

21). The parametersLeh , Le , andLh

are introduced in Eq.~3! due to the different confinemen
potential for electrons and holes. In harmonic oscillators,
extention of the wave function is given bŷn,mur b

2 un,m&
}(11n1m)/mbvH

b . Accordingly, the existence of the rela
tionshipmevH

e 5mhvH
h indicates that an electron and a ho

in the states of QD with the same quantum number h
identical envelope wave functions. This leads toLeh /Le
5Leh /Lh51, and makes Eq.~3! recover the form of Eq.
~2!.

B. Hidden symmetries

As was shown in Refs.14–16, the similarity ofe2e, h
2h, and e2h interactions (Leh /Le;Leh /Lh;1) in
SAQD’s leads to hidden symmetries17 and great simplifica-
tions for interacting electron-hole complexes filling degen
ate shells of a quantum dot in zero magnetic field. The
results from the commutation relation between the Ham
tonian, Eq.~1!, and the interband polarization operatorP1

5( ici ,↑
1 hi ,↓

1 limited to shellt,

@H,P1#'EX
t P1, ~4!

where Et
X5Et

e1Et
h2( jkgt

21Vj jkk
eh where Et , is the energy

of the SP state on shellt. Equation~4! holds exactly for 2D
electrons and holes in the lowest Landau level17 and is well
satisfied in parabolic quantum dots.14–16 If Eq. ~4! is satis-
fied, N-exciton multiplicative states (P1)Nuvac& are exact
eigenstates of the interacting shell Hamiltonian with ene
NEX . The chemical potential of theN-exciton systemEX ,
the energy to remove~add! an electron-hole pair to the mu
tiplicative state, is independent ofN and does not depend o
the filling of the shell. This could be interpreted in terms
excitons on a degenerate shell forming a noninteracting
In the case of an even number of excitons, one can defi
singlet-singlet biexciton operator Q1[ 1

2 ( i , j (ci↓
1cj↑

1

1cj↓
1 ci↑

1)(hi↑
1hj↓

1 1hj↑
1 hi↓

1). The singlet-singlet~SS! biexciton
23533
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operator satisfies a commutation relation,@H,Q1#
'(2EX)Q1. The exact eigenstates of the multiexciton sy
tem can be constructed as (Q1)N/2uvac&. Using hidden sym-
metries one can construct exact eigenstates of the elec
hole system on a degenerate shell without the need for
computation. The deviations from Eq.~4! due to different
orbital character of wave functions of each shell and scat
ing from other shells lead to deviations of exact eigensta
from multiplicative states. These differences are shown to
small in what follows.

C. Many-exciton states and configuration interaction

Hidden symmetries apply only to degenerate shells. T
FD spectrum leads to a number of magnetic-field-enginee
degeneracies. We will show that the concept of hidden sy
metries can be extended to magnetic-field-engineered de
eracies. For arbitrary magnetic field no degeneracies e
and we must resort to numerical methods. To find the ene
and eigenstates of theN-exciton system, we expand the wav
function in a set of configurations, build the Hamiltonia
matrix, diagonalize it, and determine the eigenstates and
genvalues. The configurations are constructed by puttinN
particles, according to the Pauli-exclusion principle, inM
(.N) SP states. The procedure is repeated as a functio
the number of FD states and energy cutoff until convergen
for each value of the magnetic field. The number of the c
structed configurations is, however, a huge number for la
M @for N exciton, the maximum number of the configuratio
is „M !/ @N!( M2N)! #…2]. The set of configurations spans ou
Hilbert space and determines the size of the Hamilton
matrix needed to be solved. We can represent the ma
particle states with a proper set of quantum numbers. S
the configurations with different quantum number are dec
pled, we can focus each time only on a subspace spanne
the configurations with some certain quantum number to
duce numerical cost. For circular dots, total angular mom
tum L of excitons is a good quantum number. Neglecti
spin-orbit interaction, spin-flip processes are not allowed a
0-3
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the Sz component and the total spin S of excitons, electro
and holes are conserved as well. The states ofN excitons can
be represented byu i ,N,L;Sh,Sz

h ;Se,Sz
e&, where ‘‘i ’’ labels

states in a given Hilbert space.
Because the kinetic energy of electrons is proportiona

ve and the Coulomb energy toV0}AvH
e (}Ave for B

50), strong confinement in dots leads to weak Coulo
scattering (V0 /V!1,V[ve1vh) among nondegenerat
levels. With the small value ofV0 /V and charge neutrality
of each electron-hole pair, different configurations a
coupled only through weak exchange Coulomb interacti
and ground states are dominated by the configuration w
lowest total SP energy. In numerical calculations, we fi
sort configurations according to the total SP energy and
as a basis only those with energy lower than cutoff ene
Ecut. The cutoff energyEcut is increased until ground-stat
energy converges. Fortunately, the typical value of the r
V0 /V for SAQD’s is less than1

2 due to strong confinemen
and converged results of GS can be obtained with sm
value ofEcut ~few V higher than the lowest total energy o
configurations! and reasonable numerical cost.

IV. MULTIEXCITON COMPLEXES IN MAGNETIC
FIELDS

A. Energy spectra

The main difficulty is the understanding of exciton sta
on degenerate shells. Let us first analyze a represent
case of a doubly degenerate shell. The doubly degene
shell atB50 is thep shell. In a magnetic field the degen
eracy is achieved whenever the (n51,m50) state crosses
the (m,n50) states. The first magnetic-field-induced dege
eracy corresponds to the magnetic-field range wherep1 ~1,0!
and d2 ~0,2! states are almost degenerate (vc;vc,2). The
number of the excitons filling these two levels isN
55X,.,8X. This case corresponds to relatively low ener
and low magnetic field and is most feasible in experimen
The analysis can be easily generalized to other cases w
larger number of excitons and higher magnetic fields.

1. NÄ5X

For N55X, in the magnetic field aroundB2 (vc
b;vc,2

b

5vb /A2), there are two relevant configurations,u5X;a&
and u5X;b&, with lowest total SP energy, as schematica
shown in Fig. 2. In these configurations, the two lowest
states~0,0!(s state! and ~0,1! (p2 state! are fully filled by
four particles and the topmost particle occupies eitherp1 or
d2 states. The situation is quite similar to the 3X for B
;0.14 The difference is that the latter has only one filleds
state and the topmost occupied shell is thep shell, consisting
of p1 andp2 states.

The two lowest 5Xstates correspond to electron~hole!
occupying states with different angular momentum. T
magnetic field induces a transition between the two sta
with different quantum numbers leading to a cusplike cha
in the ground-state energy. However, when the two states
occupied by an electron and a hole, the total angular mom
tum L50 both for u5X;a& and u5X;b& configurations. The
23533
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two configurations are coupled and the ground state is a
ear combination of statesu5X;a& and u5X;b&, i.e., uf5X&
'ca

5Xu5X;a&1cb
5Xu5X;b&. Assuming that the electron an

hole states with the same quantum number have the s
~envelope! wave function, the Hamiltonian in the basis o
u5X;a& and u5X;b& is given by

Ĥ5X5FE4X1Ed2 2Veh
p1d2,x

2Veh
p1d2,x E4X1Ep1

G . ~5!

Here, E4X is the total energy ofN54X filling the core
levels. Ep1[E1,0

X 2S1,0 is the energy of a single excito

in the p1 state (E1,0
X [E1,0

e 1E1,0
h 2Veh

p1p1,d), corrected

by the self-energyS1,05Vee
p2p1,x1Vee

sp1,x1Vhh
p2p1,x1Vhh

sp1,x

52Vee
p2p1,x12Vee

sp1,x , andEd2[E0,2
X 2S0,2 is the corrected

energy of an exciton in thed2 state (E0,2
X [E0,2

e 1E0,2
h

2Veh
d2d2,d and S0,25Vee

p2d2,x1Vee
sd2,x1Vhh

p2d2,x1Vhh
sd2,x

52Vee
p2d2,x12Vee

sd2,x). The notation of the Coulomb inter
actions is intended to label corresponding orbitals and

type of interaction:Veh
p1p1,d[^10;10uVehu10;10&, Vbb

p2p1,x

[^10;01uVbbu10;01&, Vbb
sp1,x[^10;00uVbbu10;00&, Veh

d2d2,d

[^02;02uVehu02;02&, Vbb
p2d2,x[^02;01uVbbu02;01&, Vbb

sd2,x

[^02;00uVbbu02;00&. Since Vee
p2d2,x5Vhh

p2d2,x , we use
only subscript ‘‘ee’’ to denote both for brevity. The two con
figurations are coupled to each other through thee2h inter-

action, Veh
p1d2,x[^02;02uVehu10;10&, which is responsible

for electron-hole scattering. The resulting two-level Hamil-

FIG. 2. The two configurations with lowest energy forN55X
as vc;vc,2 . The filled down~up! triangles denote electrons wit
spin down~up!. The empty down~up! triangles denote holes with
spin down~up!.
0-4
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tonian Eq.~5! is similar to the effective two-level Hamil
tonian describingN53X in B;0 corresponding to one ex
citon in the degeneratep shell.

The two eigenvalues obtained by solving Eq.~5! are

E5X
6 5E4X 1 (Ed2 1 Ep1)/27A(Ed22Ep1)2/41(Veh

p1d2,x)2

(E5X
1 5EGS

5X is the GS energy!, and the correspond
ing eigenstates are given byu6&51/A(ca

21cb
2)(cau5X;a&

1cb
6u5X;b&) with ca5Vp1d2,x and cb

65(Ed22Ep1)/2

6A(Ed22Ep1)2/41(Veh
p1d2,x)2. When magnetic field in-

duces degeneracy of quasiexciton energy levelsEd25Ep1,
the eigenstates areu6&51/A2(u5X;a&6u5X;b&) and E5X

6

5E4X1(Ed21Ep1)/27Veh
p1d2,x . The ground stateu1& is

exactly the same as that given by HS and created byP1, i.e.,
u1&5P1u4X&. This indicates that the HS in finite magnet
field requires the degeneracy of the states of aquasiexciton
on the topmost shell (Ed25Ep1 in this case!, instead of that
of SP states (E105E02). Since the asymmetry of the state
(p1 andd2) on the magnetic-field-engineered shell leads
Vp1p1,d.Vd2d2,d and S1,0.S0,2, Ed25Ep1 occurs asvc

.vc,2 , where (E1,0
e 1E1,0

h )2(E0,2
e 1E0,2

h )5(Vp1p1,d1S1,0)

2(Vd2d2,d1S0,2).0.
The numerically calculated energy spectra forN55X are

shown in Fig. 4~a!. For small ~large! B, where Ed2@Ep1

(Ed2!Ep1), the ground stateu1& is dominated byu5X;b&
(u5X;a&) and the GS energyE5X

GS'E4X1Ep1(E5X
GS'E4X

1Ed2). Neglecting the weakB dependence of particle inter
actions,Ep1 (Ed2) has almost the sameB dependence a
that of Fock-Darwin SPE1,0 (E0,2), increasing~decreasing!
with B in this B regime. The effect of interaction with th
N54X core excitons results in the renormalized energy a
magnetic field.

If uEd22Ep1u is comparable to the interactionVeh
p1d2,x ,

the two states are highly hybridized. SinceEp1 andEd2 with
the oppositeB dependences make a comparable contribu
to E5X

6 , theB dependence ofE5X
6 becomes very weak in thi

regime. A sharp cusp in the electron spectrum is replaced
a gradual and smooth evolution of the exciton spectrum w
the magnetic field. The range of the weakB dependence in
magnetic field reflects the strength of the electron-hole s

tering matrix elementVeh
p1d2,x .

2. NÄ6X

For N56X, the configurations with lowest total SP e
ergy are those with two core states filled by four excitons a
two excitons in a half-filled shell consisting of orbitalsp1

2d2. The states of the two excitons can be classified
cording to total spin of electrons and of holes as singletSe
50)-singlet(Sh50) ~SS!, triplet(Se51)-triplet(Sh51)
~TT!, singlet-triplet~ST!, or triplet-singlet~TS!. The configu-
rations with lowest total SP energy for 6X-SS, -TT, and -TS
states are shown in Fig. 3.

The three SS configurations are given by

u6X;a&5~c10↑
1 c10↓

1 !~h10↓
1 h10↑

1 !u4X&, ~6!
23533
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u6X;b&5
1

A2
~c10↑

1 c02↓
1 1c02↑

1 c10↓
1 !

1

A2
~h10↓

1 h02↑
1

1h10↓
1 h02↑

1 !u4X&, ~7!

and

u6X;c&5~c02↑
1 c02↓

1 !~h02↓
1 h02↑

1 !u4X&. ~8!

Expanding the 6X states in terms of the three configur
tions u6X;a&,u6X;b&,u6X;c& leads to the Hamiltonian given
by

Ĥ6X5F Ea 22Veh
p1d2,x 0

22Veh
p1d2,x Eb 22Veh

p1d2,x

0 22Veh
p1d2,x Ec

G , ~9!

where Ea[E4X12Ep1, Eb[E4X1Ep11Ed2

12Vee
p1d2,x , Ec[E4X12Ed2, and Vee

p1d2,x5Veh
p1d2,x

[Vp1d2,x. If Ed25Ep1[Epd , the three eigenvalues ar
given by Ess,15E4X12Epd22Vp1d2,x, Ess,25E4X

12Epd , Ess,35E4X12Epd14Vp1d2,x, and the correspond
ing eigenstates are uss,1&51/A3(u6X;a&1u6X;b&
1u6X;c&), uss,2&51/A2(2u6X;a&1u6X;c&), uss,3&51/A6

FIG. 3. The configurations with lowest energy forN56X as
vc;vc,2 .
0-5
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(u6X;a&22u6X;b&1u6X;c&). The results are similar to tha
of 4X in B50.14 The lowest SS stateuss,1& is equivalent to
Q1u4X&.

If uEd22Ep1u is nonzero but still comparable to exchan
energyVp1d2,x, the 6X states are strongly hybridized. A
Ed22Ep1@Vp1d2,x (!Vp1d2,x), the eigenvalues approac
the values of diagonal elements, i.e.,Ess,1'E4X12Ep1

(Ess,1'E4X12Ed2), Ess,2'E4X1Ep11Ed212Vp1d2,x,
Ess,3'E4X12Ed2 (Ess,3'E4X12Ep1). The calculated en-
ergies ofN56X SS states are denoted by solid lines in F
4~b!.

We now turn to the TS configuration shown in Fig. 3. T
energy of the TS state is given byEts5E4X1Ep11Ed2.
The energy of the TS state has a weak B dependence in
whole regime and the same value as that of the first exc
SS state asEd25Ep1 @see Fig. 4~b!#.
o

na
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,

n
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The configuration for the TT state is shown in Fig. 3. T
energy of the TT state is given byEtt5E4X1Ep11Ed2

22Vp1d2,x, having an energy lowered by 2Vp1d2,x from
Ets and almost the sameB dependence as that ofEts , as
shown in Fig. 4~b!. As Ed25Ep1, Ett is equivalent to that of
the SS lowest state and both are the GS. However, includ
the scattering to higher shells, the lowestEss is lower than
Ett and becomes the GS.14 Comparing the lowest energies o
SS, TT, and TS states, we find that the lowest singlet-sin
state is the GS of 6X in all of the B-regime, i.e.,EGS

6X

5Ess,1 .

3. NÄ7X and NÄ8X

For N57X, there are two configurations with lowest tot
SP energy forS50, L50, and Sz

e51/2 ~see Fig. 5!. The
Hamiltonian expanded in the configurations is given by
Ĥ7X5FE4X12Ed21Ep122Vee
p1d2,x 2Veh

p1d2,x

2Veh
p1d2,x E4X1Ed212Ep122Vee

p1d2,xG . ~10!
is

th

f the

is

6
ex-
g

sive

r of
om
ond

n-
The form of Eq.~10! is quite similar to that for 5X, ex-
cept for the diagonal elements, including the total energy
three excitons occupying thed2 and p1 states and 4X GS
energyE4X . An exchange energy appears in the diago
elements, because the two particles with the same spin o
pying d2 andp1 states could be exchanged.

If Ed25Ep1, the two eigenvalues are given byE7X
6

5E4X13(Ed21Ep1)/222Vp1d2,x7Vp1d2,x (E7X
1 5EGS

7X is
the GS energy!, and the corresponding eigenstates areu6&
51/A2(u7X;a&6u7X;b&). The GSu1&5(P1)3u4X& is con-
sistent with the principle of HS. ForuEd22Ep1u
;Vp1d2,x, E7X

6 has a smooth evolution with the B field
in analogy to the N55X system. As Ed22Ep1

@Vp1d2,x (!Vp1d2,x), the eigenvalues are give
by E7X

1 5EGS
7X'E4X12Ep11Ed222Vp1d2,x (E7X

1 5EGS
7X

'E4X1Ep112Ed222Vp1d2,x), E7X
2 'E4X1Ep112Ed2

22Vp1d2,x (E7X
2 'E4X12Ep11Ed222Vp1d2,x).

There is only one configuration forN58X, in which all
states up to thep12d2 shell are filled. The energy of th

N58X system isEGS
8X5E4X12(Ed21Ep1)24Vee

p1d2,x .

B. Magnetophotoluminescence spectra

To calculate the photoluminescence~PL! spectra, we first
numerically calculate the ground and excited states fo
given number of excitonsN using the exact diagonalizatio
technique. We assume fast relaxation of electron-hole p
so that theN-exciton system relaxes to the ground state
fore e2h recombination takes place. The emission of a p
ton during recombination of onee2h pair from the ground
state of theN-exciton system involves the transition to a fin
f

l
u-

a

irs
-
-

state, ground and excited, of the (N21)-exciton system. Ac-
cording to Fermi’s golden rule, the intensity of PL spectra
given by

A~v,N!5(
f

z^ f ,~N21!uP2uN,i & z2d~Ei2Ef2v!.

~11!

The interband polarization operator is defined byP2

[( i , j ,sui j hi ,scj 2s with dipole momentui , j[^ i uEW u j &. In the
dipole approximation we haveui , j'd i , j and P2

5( i ,shi ,sci 2s , which removes an electron and a hole wi
the samequantum number andoppositespin from the initial
state. The initial state is assumed to be the ground state o
N exciton systemuN,i 5GS&. The transitions to all final
states of the (N21)-exciton systemuN21,f & connected by
the polarization operator to the initial state are possible.

Without interactions, the energy of an emitted photon
equal to the total kinetic energy of the recombinede2h pair
with the same quantum number, i.e.,\v5Ei

e1Ei
h , and the

PL has the same spectrum as that of thee2h pair. In reality,
the PL spectrum from an interactingN-exciton dot exhibits
more complicated features due to interactions. Figure
shows the representative calculated PL spectra for initial
citon numbersN518 and the magnetic field correspondin
to the electron cyclotron frequencyvc

e50.5ve . The emis-
sion spectra correspond to electrons occupying succes
nondegenerate states as indicated in Fig. 1~a!. For a given
exciton number, the spectra are composed of a numbe
peaks corresponding to removal of electron-hole pairs fr
occupied orbitals. The peaks with highest energy corresp
to the transitions from the GS of theN2 exciton to the GS
of the (N21)-exciton system, and usually have high inte
0-6
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THEORY OF EXCITONIC ARTIFICIAL ATOMS: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 235330 ~2003!
sity. The PL peaks at lower energies result from the tran
tions from the GS of theN exciton to many excited states o
the (N21)-exciton system. They overlap with GS-to-G
transitions for lower exciton number and result in broaden
of emission lines which average over the number of initi

FIG. 4. ~a! The calculated energies~relative toE4X) of 5X states
and some other relevant energies.~b! The calculated energies~rela-
tive to E4X) of 6X singlet-singlet~SS!, triplet-triplet ~TT!, and
triplet-singlet ~TS! states. The long vertical dotted line guides t
eye to find the magnetic field (B2) whereP1 andd2 levels cross
(E105E02). HS occurs in the higher magnetic field shifted byDvc

from the magnetic field.

FIG. 5. The configurations with lowest energy forN57X and
8X asvc;vc,2 .
23533
i-

g
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state excitons. Such average spectra, and their evolution
magnetic field, are well represented by considering only
main PL peaks at highest energy. Hence, the following an
sis will be focused on the PL peaks corresponding to
GS-to-GS transition. The transition energy is defined as
chemical potential of theN-exciton system by

mN5EGS
N 2EGS

N21, ~12!

whereEGS
N is the ground-state energy of theN-exciton sys-

tem.

C. Chemical potential

According to the EGS
N ’s calculated in Sec. IV A, the

chemical potential for the exciton numberN55X,6X (N
57X,8X) in low magnetic fields whereEd22Ep1

@Vp1d2,x is given by m5 ,m6'Ep1 (m7 ,m8'Ed2

22Vp1d2,x). In high magnetic fields whereEd22Ep1

!Vp1d2,x, we have m5 ,m6'Ed2 and m7 ,m8'Ep1

22Vp1d2,x. The renormalization 2Vp1d2,x for high exciton
number N57X,8X is due to particle exchange. Since th
Coulomb-interaction terms inmN are very weakly
B-dependent, the B evolution ofmN is dominated by the
kinetic energies,E10 or E0,2, and very close to that of the S
spectrum. One hence can expect a SP-like~Fock-Darwin!
spectrum of PL from the ensemble of many-exciton dots
most magnetic fields where no level crosses. In the condi
of HS (Ep15Ed2[Epd), the GS energy of theN-exciton
system (N55 . . . 8X) is given byEGS

N 5E4X1(N24)(Epd

2Vp1d2,x), and the chemical potentials given bymN5Epd

2Vp1d2,x, independent ofN.

FIG. 6. Calculated PL spectra from the dots with various exci
numbers and in the magnetic field withvc

e50.5ve . The vc
e and

particle number are denoted in the Fock-Darwin spectrum of F
1~a! by the vertical dotted line and filled circles, respectively. A
rows indicate the peaks resulting from the GS-to-GS transitions
0-7
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Numerical calculation based on the method of CI is c
ried out. For simplicity, we first consider only thep1 andd2

SP levels in the calculation. We take the dot parametersve

533 meV,vh56.6 meV,me* 50.05m0, and mh* 50.25m0.
The parameters are extracted from both PL measureme24

on InGaAs/GaAs intermixed quantum dots and correspo
ing calculations using eight-bandkW•pW theory including strain
and Ga diffusion.27,28With those parameters, thep1 andd2

levels form a degenerate shell at the corresponding magn
field of vc5vc,2 , B2510.1 T@see Fig.7~a!#. This simplified
model is the same as that used in Sec. IV except for
disregard of the filled core states, i.e., settingS105S0250.
The numerically calculatedmN’s are shown in Fig. 7~a!. We
see that themN’s for all N reach their local minimum or
maximum and possess the same value atB;10.6 T[BHS,
where Ep15Ed2 and hidden symmetry occurs. The reno
malization of BHS (.B2) is due to the fact thatVp1p1,d

.Vd2d2,d. The change ofmN is insensitive toB;BHS, like
that of EGS

N ~see discussion in Sec. IV!, due to the strong
hybridization ofp1- and d2-like states. Far away from th
BHS, the B evolutions ofmN’s approach that of SP energie
E10 or E02. The renormalization ofm7 andm8 can be iden-
tified by extrapolating the low-field part ofm7 and m8 into

FIG. 7. The calculated chemical potential of theN-exciton dot
for N55, . . . ,8X and vc;vc,2 . The dot parameters:ve

533meV,vh56.6 meV,me* 50.05m0, and mh* 50.25m0. ~a! The
result calculated in the simplified model, in which only the SPp1

and d2 levels are considered;~b! the result calculated using th
exact diagonalization technique and taking into account the se
lowest SP~doubly degenerate! states.Dm denotes the offset be
tween the two extrapolated lines and reflects the strength of

change energyVp1d2,x. B2 is the magnetic field where SP statesp1

and d2 are degenerate.BHS is the magnetic field where hidde
symmetry occurs.
23533
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the high field and the high-field part ofm5 andm6 into the
low field ~see theDm;2Vp1d2,x in Fig. 7!.

The mN’s calculated using the exact diagonalization tec
nique are shown in Fig. 7~b!. Seven doubly degenerate low
lying SP levels are used to build up the configurations. C
vergence of calculated results is achieved with a small cu
energy of configuration, which is 1.53(ve1vh) higher than
the lowest energy of configuration. Compared with Fig. 7~a!,
we find that the calculatedmN’s in Fig. 7~b! are further renor-
malized. This is mainly due to the finite self-energiesS10 and
S02 that result from the particle exchange involving the fille
core states. And, the inequality of the two self-energ
(S10.S02) shifts the BHS further to the higher field
(;11.4 T). Besides, themN’s at B'BHS are not any more
independent ofN but vary slightly with N due to particle
scattering to the higher levels. ThemN’s for even N have
lower values than those for oddN and the small energy dif-
ference indicates the weak biexciton binding.13,16As a result,
the mN curves overlap each other in a wide range of ma
netic field aroundBHS ~between 10.5 and 12 T!.

Figure 8 shows the calculatedmN for N51•••12X andB
up to 30 T, using the same procedure of exact diagonaliza
and the same dot parameters. The overlap ofmN’s curves for
higher N occurs again in the higherB where new HS is
created. The significant renormalization ofBHS, indicated by
double-arrow lines, can be easily indentified by compar
theBHS’s with the magnetic fields where SP levels cross. T
overlap of the mN’s curves indicates that the weakl
B-dependent PL peaks from the ensemble of the dots w
the N’s are superimposed in a wide range of magnetic fi
and a highly bright, plateaulike feature of measur
magneto-PL spectrum is therefore expected in experime

en

x-

FIG. 8. The magnetospectra of chemical potentials ofN-exciton
dots forN51...,12X and the same dot parameters as those for F
7, calculated using the technique of exact diagonalization. The t
solid line with theB dependence of thep1 SP energy (E10) is
shown for comparison withEp1-like chemical potentials. The filled
circles on the line denote the position where the SP levels,@p1

5(1,0) and (0,m) (m52,3,4)], cross. Due to particle interaction
the hidden symmetry, wheremN curves stick, occurs with the renor
malized fields and energies. The double-arrow lines show the re
malization of the magnetic field.
0-8
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D. Magnetically engineered twofold degeneracy

The above analysis can be extended to consider the
eralized cases in which the topmost occupied shell cons
of twofold degenerate states (1,0) and (0,m), and the filled
core shells are the states (0,0),(0,1)•••(0,m21) ~the lowest
Landau level!, with N52m11,..,2m14 and vc;vc,m .
One representative configuration is shown in Fig.
The HS occurs asEp15Em[Epm , where Em is the
energy of the quasiexciton in the (0,m) states and
given by Em5E0,m

e 1E0,m
h 2Veh

mm,d22( i 50
m21Vee

mi,x (Veh
mm,d

[^0m,0muVehu0m,0m&,Vee
mi,x[^0m,0i uVeeu0m,0i &). The

energy of a quasiexciton in thep1 state, as a function of the
number of filled core levelsm, is given by

Ep1~m!5E1,0
e 1E1,0

h 2Veh
p1p1,d22 (

i 50

m21

Vee
p1 i ,x . ~13!

One sees that, with largerm, Em and Ep1(m) gain more
exchange energy. Furthermore, a higher number of c
states makes the difference of the interaction parts ofEp1

and Em larger. As a result, the HS (Ep15Em) for larger m
occurs at theBHS with the cyclotron frequencyvc farther
from vc,m . The generalized description of GS energy f
N52m11,..,2m14 in the condition of HS is expressed a

EGS
N 5E2mX1~N22m!~Epm2Vp1m,x!, ~14!

and the chemical potential is given by

*Present address: Electrophysics Department, National Chiao T
University, Hsinchu 30050, Taiwan, Republic of China; Ele
tronic address: sjcheng@mail.nctu.edu.tw
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FIG. 9. One of the configurations for the exciton numberN
52m11 andvc;vc,m .
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mN5Epm2Vp1m,x. ~15!

As Em2Ep1(m)@Vp1m,x @Em2Ep1(m)!Vp1m,x#, apart
from the regime of HS, the chemical potentials approa
mN'Ep1(m) @mN'Em# for N52m11 or 2m12, andmN
'Em22Vpm,x (mN'Ep1(m)22Vpm,x5Ep1(m11)) for N
52m13 or 2m14, respectively. We find that a generalize
description of theEp1-like chemical potential forvc,m21
,vc,vc,m andN52m11,2m12 can be simply given by

mN5Ep1~m!. ~16!

Equation ~16! indicates that the renormalization of th
Ep1-like chemical potential increases with increasing nu
ber of occupied lowest Landau level and the spectra in m
netic field should show a discretelike feature. Tracing
Ep1-like chemical potential for differentN and comparing
that with the reference curve of SP energy of thep1 stateE10
in Fig. 7, one can easily identify the effect of renormalizati
and the relationship to the number of occupied core stat

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we present a theory of exciton complexes
InGaAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots subject to str
magnetic fields. The energy spectra and chemical potentia
magnetoexciton complexes in dots are calculated in a se
analytical manner, as well as numerically using the techni
of exact diagonalization. It was found that the magnetic-fi
evolution of the chemical potentials ofN-exciton interacting
complexes resembles that of a single-particle~Fock-Darwin!
spectrum in magnetic fields where degeneracy is lack
However, the effect of exciton-exciton interaction becom
crucial as new degeneracies are created at special valu
magnetic fields. Associated with the magnetically enginee
degeneracy, the similarity ofe2e, h2h, ande2h interac-
tions leads to ‘‘hidden symmetries’’ and condenses the ma
exciton complexes into a coherent multiplicative state. A
result, the chemical potential of anN exciton dot turns out to
be insensitive to magnetic fields as well as exciton numb
The theory is extended to apply to the generalized cases
magnetically engineered twofold degeneracy with higher
citon number and magnetic fields. The analytical formu
for the description of the corresponding energy spectra
chemical potentials in the condition of ‘‘hidden symmetrie
are derived.
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